CRL FY14 PURCHASE PROPOSAL BALLOT DETAILED INFORMATION

Please note that background information may have been taken from vendor descriptions or from information supplied by the nominator.

**Argentinisches Tageblatt**

*Argentinisches Tageblatt (AT)* was founded in Buenos Aires in 1889 by a Swiss immigrant Johann Alemann and his son Moritz. AT publication took a liberal/democratic position. It was firmly opposed to National Socialism in Germany, and consequently banned in Germany. AT is still being published under the management of a fourth generation of the Alemann family.

**Provider:** Bludeau Partners International, LLC

**Provider URL:** [www.bludeaupartnersinternational.com](http://www.bludeaupartnersinternational.com)

**Topic(s) Covered:**
- Germany
- Latin America
- National socialism
- Politics
- Socialism
- News

**Scope:** 1914-1933; 1958-2012

**Piece Count and Pricing:** 139 reels; $20,850 List Price

**Nominator's Comments:**
Faculty request for support for research in German communities in Latin America. Our Latin American Studies bibliographer indicates that German migrant communities quickly made their impact felt in Latin American countries. Immigration to Latin America is a dynamic area of research by scholars using Spanish Portuguese and German sources.

**CRL Comments:**
The internet edition of this paper has [an online archive](http://www.bludeaupartnersinternational.com) that goes back to 1998.
Der Artist

*Der Artist* was a trade magazine for popular entertainers, singers, circus acts, early film exhibitors, musical acts, comedians etc.. It was published in Dusseldorf beginning in 1883 and continued until 1995. It contains numerous advertisements for groups from and outside of Germany and was used as a means getting booked by artists. It also contains numerous articles written by observers and participants in the popular cultural arena.

**Provider:** Bludeau Partners International, LLC


**Topic(s) Covered:**
- Art
- Europe
- Germany
- Literature
- Music
- Theater
- News

**Scope:** 1898-1902; 1904-1971

**Piece Count and Pricing:** 130 reels; $20,250.

**Nominator's Comments:**

*Der Artist* would be valuable for researchers of popular music in Germany and Europe because it contains references to performers often ignored by the traditional press i.e. newspapers and journals. It is useful for European scholars of popular culture because these artists traveled along a variety theater and circus circuit which went well beyond Germany's borders London/Paris/Berlin/Vienna/Budapest and elsewhere. Further many of the performers reviewed and/or advertised for in its pages were not German, but Russian, French, English, American, African American, Chinese, Middle Eastern, and otherwise. In this way it can prove valuable to researchers working on popular culture from an international and transnational perspective.

Finally, *Der Artist* contains in its earliest years discussions of early film exhibitors and could thereby be used by scholars working on early film.

For Germany, and perhaps for Europe more generally, it serves as a primary source for the entertainment industry roughly equivalent to that of Variety for the United States.

There are no complete runs of this periodical available in the US (The NYPL does have some of it, however its copy appears to have been lost and, of course, the NYPL does not lend to other institutions). The German libraries that do own it, will not lend it out.

In sum, acquisition of *Der Artist*, in particular for the years 1883 through 1945 would represent a major addition to the research possibilities for a wide range of scholars working in German studies, music, popular culture, African American and American culture internationally, and film.

We have a faculty member with a critical research need for this resource.
CRL Comments:
This would complement many recent CRL acquisitions dealing with popular culture and the film industry:

- Chinese Filmscript and Advertisement Collection 1946-1985
- Moskovskaia kinonedelia
- Soviet Cinema Film Periodicals 1918-1942
- Variety (New York, NY)

If CRL can get an accurate price quote for smaller runs of this nomination, this item will be purchased over multiple years.

The nominating library found the listing for this title in a Proquest German Studies pdf. As of October 25th, 2013, Proquest reports they do not have this title. In the Mikrofilm Archiv der deutschsprachigen Presse catalog from 1994, this title is listed. The price quoted is for the entire run, CRL is investigating if we could purchase this over two years in smaller runs.

Census of India, 1961-1971

The majority of the reports in Census of India, are population census reports, but the collection also includes agricultural and industrial census reports among others. The Indian Census is the largest single source of a variety of statistical information on different characteristics of the people of India. Relevant to scholars in demography, economics, anthropology, sociology, statistics, and many other disciplines.

Provider: Brill


Topic(s) Covered:
- Census
- India
- South Asia

Scope: 1961-1971

Piece Count and Pricing: 133 reels; $25,496 List Price

Nominator's Comments:
CRL has microform copies of census reports from 1872, 1881, 1891, 1901, 1911, 1921, 1931, 1941, and 1951. But CRL holds only portions of later reports. This will help fill in the collection. It is too expensive for most institutions to acquire on their own. WorldCat shows many libraries have pieces of this set, but it appears very few -- perhaps only Stanford -- may have the complete set on microfilm.
**CRL Comments:**
CRL holds both the 1961 and 1971 *Census of India* in hard copy in its uncataloged collection. However, both censuses are incomplete, with CRL's holdings for the 1961 census missing more than what is missing from the 1971 census. Additionally, CRL's Director of Stack Management reported the hardcopy holdings are susceptible to becoming moldy. It would be preferable to replace these with content in a more stable format which would then complete CRL holdings.

**Church Missionary Society Archive: Section I: East Asia Missions. Part 22.**

This collection consists of the Society's records and correspondence relating to missions and social conditions in East Asia. It provides descriptions of medical works, education, social welfare, and the spread of Christianity in the regions.


This part features missionary correspondence, circulars and general memorandums, and papers regarding major educational institutions in China and Tokyo.

**See related resources**
- Church Missionary Society Archive: Section IX: Middle East Missions. Part 1 and Parts 3-4
- Church Missionary Society Archive: Section VI: Mission to India. Parts 5-9

**Provider:** Adam Matthew Publications

**Provider URL:** [http://www.ampltd.co.uk/](http://www.ampltd.co.uk/)

**Topic(s) Covered:**
- Colonies
- Great Britain
- India
- Indigenous peoples
- Middle East
- Missionary societies
- Religion

**Scope:** 1950-1959

**Piece Count and Pricing:** 14 reels; $2,800 List Price

**Nominator's Comments:**
Missionary activities were among the first and most extensive channels for prolonged contacts between the various cultures they worked in and Western culture. This nomination will help fill in gaps in CRL holdings.
CRL Comments:
CRL owns Section I, East Asia Missions, Parts 1-21. The purchase of part 22 would help to complete CRL's holdings of this section.

Church Missionary Society Archive: Section IX: Middle East Missions, Part 1 and Parts 3-4.

This collection consists of the Society's records and correspondence relating to missions and social conditions in the Middle East. It provides descriptions of medical works, education, social welfare, and the spread of Christianity in the regions.

- Part 3: Palestine, 1880-1934
- Part 4: Palestine, 1902-1934

These parts feature diaries, medical and educational reports, original correspondences sent to CMS headquarters, minutes of meetings, reports, journals, photographs and other miscellaneous items.

Related resources on this ballot
- Church Missionary Society Archive: Section I: East Asia Missions. Part 22
- Church Missionary Society Archive: Section VI: Mission to India. Parts 5-9

Provider: Adam Matthew Publications

Provider URL: http://www.ampltd.co.uk/

Topic(s) Covered:
- Colonies
- Great Britain
- Indigenous peoples
- Middle East
- Missionary societies
- Religion

Scope: 1880-1959

Piece Count and Pricing: 61 reels; $12,200 List Price

Nominator's Comments:
Missionary activities were among the first and most extensive channels for prolonged contacts between the various cultures they worked in and Western culture. This nomination will help fill in gaps in CRL holdings.

CRL Comments:
Part of Section IX was filmed by Cooperative Africana Materials Project (CAMP) and are available to CRL members. To view the online guide and for the the part filmed by CAMP, please see catalog record for more details. The parts nominated for this Purchase Proposal ballot, (part 1, 3-4) were not
Church Missionary Society Archive: Section VI: Mission to India. Parts 5-9.

This collection consists of the Society's records and correspondence relating to missions and social conditions in India. It provides descriptions of medical works, education, social welfare, and the spread of Christianity in the regions.

- Part 5: North India Mission, 1817-1880; 24 reels; List Price $4,800
- Part 6: North India Mission, 1817-1880; 22 reels; List Price $4,400
- Part 7: Madras Mission and Bombay Mission, 1935-1959; 22 reels; List Price $4,400
- Part 8: India General and Bengal Mission, 1935-1959; 25 reels; List Price $5,000

These parts feature reports, property transfers, minutes of meetings, details on famine relief, correspondences, education papers, statistics, journals and papers of individual missionaries and catechists, and news sheets.

This is balloted as a continuing purchase that will be acquired over two years:
First Year: Purchase Part 5 & 6: 46 reels; $9,200 List Price
Second Year: Purchase Part 7-9: 64 reels; $12,800 List Price
Total: 110 Reels; $22,000 List Price

See related resources on ballot
- Church Missionary Society Archive: Section I: East Asia Missions. Part 22
- Church Missionary Society Archive: Section IX: Middle East Missions. Part 1 and Parts 3-4

Provider: Adam Matthew Publications

Provider URL: http://www.ampltd.co.uk/

Topic(s) Covered:
- Colonies
- Great Britain
- India
- Indigenous peoples
- Missionary societies
- Religion

Scope: 1817-1959

Piece Count and Pricing: 110 reels; $22,000 List Price

Nominator's Comments:
Missionary activities were among the first and most extensive channels for prolonged contacts between the various cultures they worked in and Western culture. This nomination will help fill in gaps in CRL...
CRL Comments:
CRL owns Section VI, Missions to India, Parts 1-4. The purchase of parts 5-9 would help to complete CRL's holdings of this section.

大正・昭和年間府県統計書集成 (Collection of the Statistical Annuals of the Respective Prefecture of Japan 1913-1945)

大正・昭和年間府県統計書集成 Taishō Shōwa nenkan fūken tōkeisho shūsei. (Collection of the Statistical Annuals of the Respective Prefecture of Japan 1913-1945). This microfilm set reproduces approximately 4,550 volumes of prefectural statistics originally published in Japan between 1913 and 1945.

Provider: 雄松堂書店 Yusholdo Co. Ltd.

Provider URL: http://www.yushodo.co.jp/english/

Topic(s) Covered:
- Japan

Scope: 1966-1971

Piece Count and Pricing: 636 reels; $65,000 List Price

Nominator's Comments:
This is the second part of the three-parts set. CRL already holds the first part Meiji nenkan fūken tōkeisho shūsei = Collection of the statistical annuals of the respective prefectures in Japan for Meiji era (504 microfilm reels).


CRL Comments:
This purchase would add to CRL's holdings of this statistical set. Negotiations are underway so that CRL could purchase this over three years, if it is ranked high enough on the ballot.

中國近代各地小報匯刊 第貳輯 (The Compilation of Tabloids in Modern China. Series II)

Title: 中國近代各地小報匯刊 第貳輯 Zhongguo jin dai ge di xiao bao hui kan. Di er ji. (The Compilation of Tabloids in Modern China. Series II)

Many tabloids were published in Modern China. They recorded all aspects of social life and touched upon many other subjects of the time. These newspapers provide ample raw materials for the studies of politics, economy, urban development, art history, film and theater, and even literature for the period they covered.

In 2011, Series I of Zhongguo jin dai ge di xia bao hui kan 中國近代各地小報匯刊 第一輯 was
recommended to Purchase Proposal ballot, and it was approved for purchase by the CRL community. Series II includes 9 titles with a total of 110 volumes. These titles are:

1. 《大世界》 Da shi jie
2. 《先施乐园日报》 Xian shi le yuan ri bao
3. 《白话国强报》 Bai hua guo qiang bao
4. 《小公报》 Xiao gong bao
5. 《北京白话报》 Beijing bai hua bao
6. 《实事白话报》 Shi shi bai hua bao
7. 《燕都报》 Yan du bao
8. 《吴语》 Wu yu
9. 《锡报》 Xi bao

Provider: Beijing: Xue yuan chu ban she 学苑出版社

Topic(s) Covered:
- Art
- Architecture
- China
- Economics
- Literature
- Music
- Politics
- Theater

Piece Count and Pricing: 110 volumes; RMB99000 List Price or $16,277 depending on exchange rate

Nominator's Comments:
Important for study of modern Chinese society. CRL previously funded the purchase of Series I.

CRL Comments:
Complements CRL's holdings of Zhongguo jin dai ge di xia bao hui kan Series 1.

Daheim: ein deutsches Familienblatt mit illustratione

Daheim: ein deutsches Familienblatt mit illustratione started in 1865 and provided coverage until 1944. This journal targeted German middle-class families during the time period and was modeled after the Gartenlaube.

Provider: Micropublisher via Harald Fischer Verlag

Provider URL: http://www.haraldfischerverlag.de/hfv/IZ/daheim.php

Topic(s) Covered:
- Germany
Scope: 1865 – 1943

Piece Count and Pricing: 1,323 microfiche; $7,700 List Price

Nominator's Comments:
CRL holds Daheim: ein deutsches Familienblatt und Illustrationen for the years below.
F-610 v. 1-9 Oct. 1864-Sept. 1873
F-1327 v. 10-20 Oct. 1873-Sept. 1884 LACKS: v. 13 15
F-610 v. 42-46 Oct. 1905-Sept. 1910
This purchase would give the CRL and its members access to the full run of the journal which covers a key period of German and European history.

CRL Comments:
While the original nomination just proposed filling gaps (1876-1879; 1884-1905; 1910-1943) in CRL's holdings, when confirming pricing, we were offered a copy of the complete set on microfiche for the same cost as just the gap years. Since many libraries hold scattered runs in hard copy of this title, this purchase would replace material which is increasingly fragile with time. It would complement CRL holdings of:
- Gartenlaube
- Illustrierte Zeitung

Deutsche La Plata Zeitung

Hermann Tjarks started Deutsche La Plata Zeitung in Buenos Aires in 1880. It was a competitor of Argeninisches Tageblatt (AT), and its conservative monarchist leanings put it in political opposition to AT. The papers differences increased in the 1920s, and Argentine National Socialist organizations recognized the papers value in their efforts to gain the support of Argentine Germans.

The loss of advertising revenue from Argentine Jews combined with free advertising for Argentine National Socialist Groups ruined La Plata Zeitung financially by 1938. Support from Germany rescued it temporarily, but the sinking of an Argentine freighter by a German submarine led to violent attacks on the publisher, and in 1944 the Argentine government ordered La Plata to cease publication.

The Spanish weekly edition of Deutsche La Plata Zeitung is La Plata Post.

Please see related resource(s):
La-Plata Post

Provider: Bludeau Partners International, LLC

Provider URL: www.bludeaupartnersinternational.com

Topic(s) Covered:
- Germany
- Latin America
- National socialism
Politics
Socialism
News

Scope: 1895-1941.

Piece Count and Pricing: 107 reels; $16,050 List Price

Nominator's Comments:
Deutsche La Plata Zeitung is an additional resource for research on German communities in Latin America.

CRL has no holdings of this title.

Gubernskie Vedomosti

*Gubernskie vedomosti* began to be published since the late 1830s by the local gubernia governments of imperial Russia. The number of titles steadily grew from the initial 4 to over 80 by 1918 when the last *gubernskie vedomosti* was closed down. The frequency of publication varied from title to title and from year to year, but most of the titles were published multiple times a week. They had a largely uniform organizational structure combining government news and laws into the official section and the rest mainly local affairs the unofficial section. Though irregularly they came out with supplements usually featuring substantial reports travelogues scholarly researches.

This is balloted as a continuing purchase that will be acquired over three years:

**First Year, 59 reels; $14,750 List Price**
- Kurskie gubernskie vedomosti, 1838-1918; 33 reels for $8,250 List Price.
- Kaliszskie gubernskie vedomosti, 1867-1914; 26 reels for $6,500 List Price.

**Second Year, 52 reels; $13,000 List Price**
- Petrkovskie gubernskie vedomosti, 1867-1914; 26 reels for $6,500 List Price.
- Radomskie gubernskie vedomosti, 1872-1915; 26 reels for $6,500 List Price.

**Third Year, 42 reels; $10,500 List Price**
- Lomzhinskie gubernskie vedomosti, 1867-1915; 17 reels for $4,250 List Price.
- Suwalkskie gubernskie vedomosti, 1867-1914 Suwalki; 25 reels for $6,250 List Price.

Total: 153 reels; $38,250 List Price

Provider: Bludeau Partners International, LLC

Provider URL: http://www.bludeaupartnersinternational.com

Topic(s) Covered:
- Russia
- News

Scope: 1867-1918
**Piece Count and Pricing:** 153 reels; $38,250 List Price

**Nominator's Comments:**
North American libraries have long been collecting *gubernskie vedomosti* to support faculty and student research on imperial Russia. By now according to the on-going inventorying of the North American holdings coordinated by SEEMP this year 54 out of the total of 80-some titles are held by libraries in North America. As the discussions of Russian archivists librarians and historians have shown over the years the unique value of these local government newspapers as a historical primary source for imperial Russian historiography is distinct. Given the substantial financial commitment required to collect them however it is virtually impossible for any single library to attain the complete collection of these newspapers. As it was discussed at the Slavic and East European Microform Project (SEEMP) meeting in New Orleans last year the collecting of the remainder of gubernskie vedomosti may be most efficiently and systematically achieved through venues like CRL's or SEEMP's purchase proposal program.

**CRL Comments:**
A high ranking of this item would indicate you wish to support the acquisition of this material in parts over time. Please note another title was also nominated:

- Kholmskie Sedletskie until 1913 gubernskie vedomosti 1867-1914

However, these titles have not been filmed and thus cannot be balloted since the Purchase Proposal program does not cover original microfilming projects.

**Italian Gazette and Florence Gazette**

Ross Publishing has negotiated an arrangement with personnel at the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Florence who will scan their original microfilm of *Italian Gazette and Florence Gazette* at the library and supply jpgs since the Biblioteca no longer supplies microfilm.

**Provider:** Ross Publishing LLC

**Topic(s) Covered:**

- News

**Scope:** 1890-1894 and 1894-1907

**Nominator's Comments:**
According to the faculty member who uses this resource when she travels to Italy this was an English language newspaper distributed to hotels frequented by English speaking tourists in Italy at the turn of the century. Thus it is of multi-disciplinary interest including European and U.S. history architectural tourism and the international hospitality industry to suggest a few.

**CRL Comments:**
If this is acquired, CRL will further process the files and host the material on its server for members
La Plata Post

La Plata Post is the Spanish edition of Deutsche La Plata Zeitung.

Please see related resource(s):
Deutsche La Plata Zeitung

Provider: Bludeau Partners International, LLC

Provider URL: http://www.bludeaupartnersinternational.com/

Topic(s) Covered:
- Germany
- Latin America
- National socialism
- Politics
- Socialism
- News


Piece Count and Pricing: 60 reels; $9,000 List Price

Nominator's Comments:
La Plata Post is an additional resource for research on German communities in Latin America. CRL has no holdings of this title.

Records of the U.S. Indian Claims Commission, NARA Record Group 279

Created by Congress in 1946 to adjudicate Indian claims against the United States the Indian Claims Commission awarded more than a half billion dollars before its expiration almost 33 years later in 1978. It also created hundreds of thousands of pages of documents most of which have significant anthropological and historical research value. This microfiche collection is considered to be by-far the most comprehensive in existence.

Provider: ProQuest

Provider URL: http://cisupa.proquest.com/wsdisplay.aspfilterupaleafitemid7B46DA643A-D1...

Topic(s) Covered:
- Government agencies
- Government publications
- Indians of North America
- Indigenous peoples
• United States

**Scope:** 1946-1978

**Piece Count and Pricing:** 6,121 microfiche; $33,559 List Price

**Nominator's Comments:**  
Very important primary source for American History, Native American Studies, Political Science, Social Science, American Cultures, and Ethnic Studies.

**CRL Comments:**  
While this set cannot be broken up into any logical parts, the vendor has agreed to sell the set in three parts (of approximately 1,000 fiche each part) with the understanding that in each year the cost of the microforms would go up with each year.

**Records of the U.S. Nuremberg War Crimes Trials: NI Series 1933-1948 (T301)**

These are records from the Nuremberg trials specifically related to German Industrialists. CRL has one of the original copies from the trials, but this material does not circulate. CRL has purchased microform to circulate when specific material has been requested. While CRL now holds microfilm of many other sub-sets from the Nuremberg trials, they do not have any from the Nazi Industrialists (NI) series.

**Provider:** National Archive and Records Administration

**Provider URL:** [http://www.archives.gov/](http://www.archives.gov/)

**Topic(s) Covered:**  
- Germany  
- World War II

**Scope:** 1933-1948

**Piece Count and Pricing:** 164 reels; $20,500 List Price

**Nominator's Comments:**  
This collection is needed for a researcher at my institution.

**CRL Comments:**  
CRL holds one of the original hard copies of this material, however its condition is fragile and it has been our policy to buy replacement microfilm for the material requested.

**益世报 (Social Welfare)**

**Title:** 益世报 Yi Shi Bao (Social Welfare)
The original newspaper was published by the Roman Catholic Church from 10/1/1915-1/1949. This is the reprint edition (ISBN: 731002107X) of the Chinese newspaper from the Republic of China era, 1911-1949. As one of the influential newspapers in China during the period it is an important historical, primary source for researching politics, society, military, international relations, governance, business/finance, culture, education, and activities at foreign settlements. A few libraries in North America (i.e. Harvard, Cornell, Princeton, University of Washington, University of Chicago, and CRL) have incomplete coverage and only one library owns the complete set of the entire reprint run of the newspaper, (Yale, OCLC 222714905).

**Provider:** National Library of China

**Provider URL:** [http://www.nlc.gov.cn/](http://www.nlc.gov.cn/)

**Topic(s) Covered:**
- China
- News

**Scope:** 1915-1949

**Piece Count and Pricing:** 178 reels; RMB106,800 List Price, or $17,550 depending on exchange rate

**Nominator's Comments:**
1. **Value:** an important primary source published in Tianjin for researching Chinese Modern History in all aspects.
2. **Pertinence:** The newspaper covers the entire Minguo Republican era during which many influential revolutions took place including the May-Fourth Movement, national-wide protests against the Chinese governments weak response to the Treaty of Versailles, the Sino-Japanese War, and the growing Communist Movement, and eventually the establishment of the Peoples Republic of China. This is a timeframe on which numerous Chinese historians research is focused.
3. **Completeness:** the proposed purchase will make the current CRL holdings of 益世报 archive complete.
4. **Microform copies held in North American do not cover the full run.**

CRL Has:
 MF-1172 (7 reels) 1935: Dec. 30-31; 1936: Jan 1, Feb 18-24, 26-29, Mar 1-Apr 1, 3-May 27, 29, 31-June 16, 18-22, 24-Nov 20, 22, 24-Dec 8, 10-11, 13-31; 1937: Jan 1-June 5, 7-14, 16-17, 19-July 11, 13, 16-18

**CRL Comments:**
As mentioned by the nominator, this purchase would complete CRL holdings for this title.

**Stock Exchange Official Year-Book, 1875-1945**

The London Stock Exchange was at the center of the world's financial and trading markets from 1875 to 1945. It was the place to raise capital and almost every country in the world featured in its lists of
government securities and company stocks. The strength of the British economy in the period, and the international spread of the British Empire contributed to its importance.

The Stock Exchange Year-Book started in 1875, and quickly grew in size and stature eclipsing rival publications. Its readers acknowledged it as an essential reference source for tracking the growth and the development of individual companies international markets and the economy as a whole. Today it is acknowledged as a basic reference source for economic and business historians, but one for which most libraries only hold scattered issues.

The publisher now offers a complete 70 year run of the Year-Book from 1875 to 1945, tracing the development of British Commonwealth and World finance and industry from the heights of the Victorian era to the end of the Second World War.

The volumes are extensively indexed. Volumes for the 1870s list around 1400 companies ranging from Aberdeen Jute through Baltic Iron Ship Building Direct, United States, Cable Lady Well Mining, and Scottish Widows Fund, and Life to the Zealand Railway. By 1886 there are close to 3400 companies listed. For each company the volume gives lists of directors, date of establishment, capital value, and the amount paid up or subscribed, as well as details of trading dividends and dates of meetings.

Provider: Adam Matthew Publications

Provider URL: http://www.ampltd.co.uk/

Topic(s) Covered:
- Commerce
- Europe
- Foreign trade
- Great Britain

Scope: 1875-1945

Piece Count and Pricing: 131 reels; $26,200 List Price

Nominator's Comments:
This is an important source of information for early American corporations.

CRL Comments:
It appears few libraries own complete runs of this title in any format for this time period.


This four part set covers the military efforts to enforce the integration of the University of Mississippi, Alabama, and Little Rock. It includes reports of the preparations for military operations, Executive Orders, Army staff communications and memos, intelligence reports and estimates, congressional correspondence, press articles, maps, and governor reports.
- Part 1: The Integration of the University of Mississippi and the Use of Military Force, 1961-1963 (29 reels); $5,800 List Price.
- Part 2: The Military Response to the March on Washington, 1963 (5 reels); $1,000 List Price.
- Part 3: The Integration of Alabama Schools and the Use of Military Force, 1963 (14 reels); $2,800 List Price.
- Part 4: The Little Rock Integration Crisis, 1957-1958 (4 reels); $800 List Price.

Provider: Primary Source Media and distributed by Gale/Cengage


Topic(s) Covered:
- Black studies
- Government agencies
- Government publications
- United States

Scope: 1957-1963

Piece Count and Pricing: 52 reels; $10,400 List Price

Nominator's Comments:
This is an important collection for research on U.S. history during the important period of the Civil Rights Movement and the struggle for the abolition of legal race segregation. Very few academic libraries hold this.

CRL Comments:
Searching done by CRL revealed only 4 CRL member libraries as holding this set.